Session Evaluations & Drawing

- Download and open OLC Conferences mobile app
- Navigate to specific session to evaluate
- Select “Evaluate Session” on session details screen (located under session type and track)
- Complete session evaluation*

*Each session evaluation completed (limited to one per session) = one contest entry

**Five (5) $25 gift cards** will be awarded to five (5) individuals
Must submit evals using the OLC Conferences mobile app or website
How to Bring a Cloud Inside

A CHECKLIST TO MAKE IT HAPPEN
Today’s Talk

Part 1
- Scenario
- Poll

Part 2
- Challenges
- Evaluation

Part 3
- Service Selection
- Comments
Hidden Mickeys

Can you find them?

Count them
What is your current role?

- Faculty (K-12)
- Faculty (Higher Ed)
- Administration
- Other

When poll is active, respond at PollEv.com/fredaebli686 or text FREDAEBLI686 to 37696.
Are you thinking of selecting a cloud technology?

When poll is active, respond at PollEv.com/fredaebli686

Text FREDAEBLI686 to 370000

Yes

No

Maybe

Visual settings

Activate

Show results

Lock

Clear results

Fullscreen

Next
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The Cloud Direction
Cost
Privacy Rights
Managing It
My Own Experience
The Plugged Was Pulled

- Identify
- Fund
- Setup
- Deliver
- Support
A cloud service? ...Which one?

Amazon
IBM Bluemix
Microsoft Azure
Google Cloud
Small provider
Begin Here: The Checklist

- Identify your course.
- Review the goals and objectives of the course.
- Compare cloud services (see file download).
- Take time to explore the tools.
- Prepare and submit requests (Risk Management, I.T., etc).
- Gather your materials.
- When approved, establish your student user accounts.
- Test accounts as a student user (on and off campus).
- Ensure you know how to reach out to tech support.
Criteria for Selection

- Brand Reputation
- Service Support
- Tools
- Cost
FERPA & Risk Management

- Contact your school’s administration and learn the policies.
- Identify what students will put into the cloud.

Consider:
- Avoid using student names
- Consider anonymized accounts
- Safely store the translated accounts
Lessons Learned

Don’t wait

Understand what happens when FREE credits expire

Shut down services when course is complete